English
for Children
Happy Kids & Happy Teens!

DIGITAL SCHOOL 4 KIDS

Accreditation
Syllabus accredit by the UK Awarding Organisation NOCN
The AXON courses and curriculum have been formally approved by the UK Awarding Organisation NOCN. The AXON English
courses are accurately aligned to the English language levels of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR).
Our guarantee
AXON guarantees the efficiency of its educational system

www.axon-global.co.uk

A globally innovative
blended learning system for kids
Happy kids & happy teens!
Our globally innovative blended learning programmes and curriculum are specifically designed for
children who start learning English at a very early age (from 6 years old) and young learners.
Our very young and young learners go through a complete blended learning experience and learn
English while having fun.
One global standard
All AXON courses are aligned to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR),
which is the most widely used and recognized language proficiency scale in the world.
Language instruction benefits kids and teens
It encourages intellectual development
It aids understanding of the native language
It lays a foundation for appreciating other cultures
It provides a sound basis for language learning at school

“Education is not
preparation for
life; education is
life itself”.

AXON supports your child’s success
AXON offers several options for a child to learn English. All are taught by highly trained, native or fluent
speakers who are experienced with and enjoy teaching children. Programmes group children of similar
ages, who learn while playing and participating in other activities.
Small groups of 2-9 Students
Groups consist of students of same level focusing on personalized teaching.
Qualified teachers
All academic personnel are trained by the AXON Teacher training centre, through webinars
and teleconference and are guided into using the most up to date pedagogical methods.
Constant research and improvement
There is constant monitoring and continuous updating of our programme to incorporate all the developments in the Pedagogical field and in particular in Teaching English as a Foreign Language.
Advanced Pedagogical Methods
Our courses include use of multimedia, interactive material, video viewing & videotaping sessions and
continuous assessment combined with our supplementary educational material and e-learning
programme.
INGLISH: The Modern English!
Where learning meets fun! ‘Inglish’ is an AXON innovation designed specifically for our very young and
young learners as a supplementary educational tool. It is an experiential way to learn English with the
use of authentic material (film extracts, songs, sportscasting, etc) in order to improve communicative
skills and also to entertain.
Axon@Home
The professional assistant in English! Axon@home is another AXON innovation. It’s an electronic
device synchronized with our books that helps learners to have a unique learning experience at their
home where they can review and consolidate material they were taught at their own pace.
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